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PREFACE

As a student of the subject ‘Curriculum and Development’, I think it is my  bounden
duty to reveal the Six Dimensions of Teacher Education to teachers and students working in
educational field. I know that no education system in the world can go above these six
dimensions which I have discussed in this book.

I feel proud of the fact that the teacher education first is born and brought up on Indian
soils. It grew in sylvan Ashrams and solitary, hermitages located far away from the maddening
crowd in cities and metropolis. I decided to bring all the six dimensions of teacher education
into light. These six dimensions are: Metaphysics, Ethics, Epistemology, Men, Methods and
Materials. This book is an attempt to collect information about these six dimensions and
make it known to teachers. I think I shall be successful in this endeavour to its fullest. Nothing
more to add.
Date: 9 February, 2018 Mrs. M.M. Halbe

20, Suyash
Bandra Reclamation

Mumbai - 400 050
Telephone No. 26431606
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INTODUCTION

It is a matter of pride that teacher education first took its roots on the Indian soil in the sylvan
Ashrams and solitary Hermitages located away from the madding crowd in cities and away in the
thick and dense forests. The most wonderful thing, we notice here, is that it is the forest and not the
town, is the fountain head of all Indian civilization and culture. Acharyas or preceptors set up Ashrams
and hermits, who liked to remain Brahmacharis throughout, started up Hermitages. These Ashrams
and Hermitages aimed at producing men of letters or learned personalities of moral characters. Their
direct intention was preparing men who were devotees of learning. But these Ashrams and Hermitages
proved indirectly to be training colleges producing enlightened teachers, who can run the chariot of
society efficiently and confidently. Thus, teacher education is the by-product of the general education
system then prevalent.

There is not a, single country like India in this world which showed such a deep love for learning
and teaching. So many times, it happened that the preceptor had to go away from an Ashram for
performing Yajnas or for the construction of altars at metropolis or at some other place. They left
Ashrams for the other duties also. At that time, they entrusted the teaching work upon their senior
students. These senior students monitored and controlled teaching, learning processes in the Ashrams.
That is why they got indirect training in teaching. This monitorial system is responsible for producing
and preparing teachers for the future time. We cannot say that only monitors became future teachers,
but the other learned students also became teachers by following the methods of teaching their
preceptors did.

Two educational systems prevalent in ancient India, Vedic and Buddhist have become a source
of inspiration and guidance for the other educational systems of different countries in the world.
Empires crumbled. Nations smashed. Kingdoms crushed down. Emperors went into the path of
memory. But our two educational systems have sustained and survived like the North Star that
shows northern direction to fishermen in the deep seas. These two systems have faced crucial
measures of cruel winds and whimsical weather. But these systems are there throughout the world
from ancient times to modern ones.

METAPHYSICS
1



2 Six Dimensions of Teacher Education

These ancient educational systems were six dimensional. Their six dimensions are: (I) Metaphysics,
(II) Ethics, (III) Epistemology, (IV) Men, (V) Methods and (VI) Materials.

These six dimensions are the exclusive features of any education system of this world. They
are interrelated, interdependent yet independent. They are not just like a water-tight compartment
that separates things firmly from each other. Firstly, we will gather some information about each
dimension in nutshell.

(I) METAPHYSICS: The dictionary meaning of Metaphysics is: (i) speculation on the nature
of being, truth and knowledge or subtle talk, theory.

(II) ETHICS: It is a bundle of moral principles, aims, end-points, directions towards which the
whole education system is geared.

(III) EPISTEMOLOGY: It is the whole body of subjects to be taught to the pupils in any
short-term or long-sterm course.

(IV) MEN: It covers the whole populace in the educational field: students, teachers, head-
masters, principals, state and central ministries of education.

(V) METHODS: They include all the methods and maxims and techniques of teaching.

(VI) MATERIALS: These are the materials that are used in the whole of teaching profession
for making meaning clear to pupils.

I have written a chapter on each of these six dimensions. All these chapters together cover
the whole book: SIX DIMENSIONS OF TEACHER EDUCATION.

These six dimensions are shown in the following star-shaped figure:

Now I shall explain each of the dimension one by one.

Metaphysics

Methods

Materials

Epistemology

Men

Ethics

4)

(1

)

5

(

2



Metaphysics 3

METAPHYSICS: It occupies the first place in the above star-shaped figure. Metaphysics is
the originator of all philosophical and sociological theories of education. It thinks over the concept,
meaning, scope and the nature of teacher education.

Concept, Meaning, Scope and Nature of Teacher Education

Here, we will start with the concept of teacher education. Concept means a general notion or
an idea of a particular thing. It is mainly and invariably concerned with the history of the subject or
any discipline that came into being or in existence for the first time. It also describes the whole
chronology and the developmental stages that creeped in the growth of any subject history. It mentions
a short history of pioneers, contributors, forerunners who shaped the subject to its present form and
gave it a particular face and character.

EMERGENCE OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

Metaphysics is the real originator of philosophical concepts that enriched and enhanced teacher
education. Philosophical concepts are the principles that group to form an ism. Thus, teacher education
saw its philosophies in Idealism, Naturalism, Realism, Pragmatism, Existentialism, Logical Positivism
and Constructivism which emerged and evolved in shaping of the teacher education from Vedic
times to modern ones. We will think over each of the philosophy one by one.

IDEALISM

The very word, Idealism, is a compound of two words, viz., ideal + ism. Ideal is a standard for
imitation. Ism is any particular doctrine or principle for practice. So, idealism is a group of principles
for practice. Idealism is the net outcome of Indian philosophy. When the other countries were completely
drowned in the dark ages, India is the only country that showed such philosophical advances. Our
Indian philosophy revolves around two main points, viz., Brahma and universal soul. The philosophy
speaks like this:

! PaUNa-madÁ pUNa-imadM pUNaa-%pUNa-maudcyato
pUNa-sya pUNa-maadaya pUNa-maovaavaiSaYyato ||

Meaning: The Brahma is the perfect whole. Though the perfect is taken out of it, perfect
remains.

Thus, our Indian philosophy thinks that Brahma never becomes less or it never grows. It is such
a perfect whole, that it never perishes. It is indestructible. It never dies.

PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE AND DEATH
The Bhagavad Gita an epitome of Indian Philosophy has given us Philosophy of life and death.

The soul comes from the universal, i.e., Brahma. So it is unborn, imperishable, indictable. An individual
soul in the body is permanent and eternal. Brahma is all prevailing, body dies, but the soul never dies.



4 Six Dimensions of Teacher Education

naOna  iCndint SasHaaiNa naOnaM dhit pavakÁ.
na caOOOnaM @lodyan%yaapao na SaaoYayait maa$tÁ

(Bagavad \ gaIta A. 2.23)
Meaning: No weapon can pierce the soul. No fire can burn it. No water can moisture it; nor

can any wind wither it. The soul is immutable.

Philosophy of Death: Bhagavad Gita has told us the philosophy of life in such a way:

jaatsya ih Qaùvaao maR%yauQau-̀vaM janma maRtsya ca.

Meaning: That, which is born, dies. That which is dead, must be born again.

From this philosophy of life and death, our Indian Idealism is born. It thinks that everything
around us is perishable. So man should always try to seek imperishable truths in life. He should not
lament for those who are no more. And from this philosophy, three important paths of life have
commenced: They are as follows:

(1) The Path of Knowledge

(2) The Path of Action

(3) The Path of Devotion

(1) The Path of Knowledge: This path states “na ih &anaona sadRSaM piva~imah ivaVto”

It means that nothing is as sanctifying as knowledge in this world. Gita believes that the fire of
knowledge consumes all Karma to ashes. The raft of knowledge makes man cross all the seas of sin
and banish ignorance.

How can one get knowledge? One gains knowledge by asking questions (PairpS̀naona) and by the
service of his Guru (saovayaa) The word Guru can be split up in two small words: Gur + ] : Gur means
darkness and ‘]’ Is an epithet of Shiva who is the destroyer of all things of this world. Now we can
safely say that Guru means one who destroys the darkness of ignorance in the eyes of his disciple.

So attaining knowledge is the life mission of everyman. The path of knowledge leads one that
leads us to the supreme peace.

(2) The Path of Action: Action is more important than inaction. The Yogi performs actions by
liberating oneself from all entanglement around him. Salvation is found by both renunciation and
performance of work. But of these two, action is better than renunciation. Bagavad\gaI%aa Says in AQyaaya 2.47

Meaning: Man has right only in activity and never in any attachment in its fruits. A balanced
mind can be had by complete indifference to success or failure; loss or profit; triumph or defeat. Man
becomes Yogi who beholds inaction in action and action in inaction. Thus, he has attained goal in this life.

.kma-NyaovaaiQakarsto maa flaoYau kdacana.
.maa kma-flahotuBaU- maa to saMgaaost u Akma-iNa.
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(3) The Path of Devotion: The path of devotion, says Krishna, is the basis of Infinite, The
Immortal, the Indestructible and of eternal Dharma and unalloyed Bliss. If one serves him with
undeviating devotion, one acquires virtues and is qualified for becoming Brahmin. Krishna accepts
reverent presentations to him such as a leaf or a flower or a fruit or water given with pure intention
and devotion. Krishna  asks his devotees to dedicate all the actions whether eating or observing
spiritual rites, bestowing of gifts and self-disciplining, etc. His disciples become virtuous and get
unending peace.

These are the three paths shown by Bhagavad Gita to all persons in the world.

WHEN IS TEACHER EDUCATION STARTED?

In Rigveda, our national literature, we can trace the starting of teacher education in the names
of first seven Rishis, viz., (i) Vasishtha, (ii) Visvamitra, (iii) Vamadeva, (iv) Bharadvaja, (v) Atri, (vi)
Kanva and (vii) Gritsamada. These seven Rishis are also called Saptarshis and Dnyanarshis. They
are called Saptarshis as they are seven in numbers and Dnyanarshis because they acquired knowledge
and truths through their own five senses: eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin. They were real Dnyanarshis
who imparted knowledge to other people called Shrutarshis. As they gained knowledge through their
ears, i.e., shrutis, they  are called Shrutarshis. In this way, our Guru-Shishya parampara first commenced
in our beloved India that made wonders in the past and present in this whole big world.

No. 1 – Images in stone of seven Vedic Rishis..

(1) Vasishtha
(2) Visvamitra
(3) Vamadeva
(4) Bharadvaja

(1) Vasishtha
(2) Visvamitra
(3) Vamadeva
(4) Bharadvaja

(5) Atri
(6) Kanva
(7) Gritsamada

Local tradition names the Rishi somewhat differently in the following order: (1) Vasishtha,
(2) Atri, (3) Durvasa, (4) Bharadvaja, (5) Visvamitra, (6) Jamadagni, and (7) Parasara. [Found at
Rajgir Kund, old Rajagriha, in Bihar]

No. 2 – Another isolated image of a Rishi [Rajgir]

PLATE  II

Local tradition names the Rishis somewhat in different order: Vasistha, Atri, Durwas, Bharadwaj,
Visvamitra, Jamadagni, and Parashar. All these Rishis are famous and well-known in our Puranas
and Yogavasistha Pothis. These great Rishis left behind a tradition of the knowledge which makes us
proud of this golden treasure.
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The upanishadic scriptures are filled with live discussions for disclosing the mysteries and secrets
of this materialistic and philosophical world. In Kathopanishad, we find Yamadharma and Nachiketa
who are teacher and pupil respectively. Yamadharma advised Nachiketa ephimeral pleasures are of
little worth. They consume the power of mortal senses.

In Mandukeya Upanishad, Angiras instructs his disciple, Shaunak that ceremonies and sacrifices
led men round and round and not to the ultimate goal to which an understanding of the self can lead.

This Guru-shishya parampara is continued by Jagatguru Vyasamuni, a versatile genius person
with specious imagination. We can read the following Elaaok to understand his importance:

namaaosstu to vyaasa ivaSaalabauwo
fullaarivaMdayatp~nao~

yaona %vayaa BaarttOlapUNa-:
p̀jvaailatao &anamayaao p̀dIp:||

Meaning: Oh Vyasamuni, whose intelligence is huge and large and whose eyes are just like a
petal of fully opened lotus. I bow to you as you have lighted the lamp of Bharat with oil of knowledge.

Vyasamuni’s noteworthy work is that he divided Vedarashis into four parts: Rigveda, Samaveda,
Yajurveda and Atharvaveda. He gave those four parts to his four disciples Rigveda to Pailmuni,
Samveda to Jemini, Yajurveda to Vaishampayana and Atharvaveda to Sumantu. Pailamuni dichotomized
his Rigveda in two parts and taught them to his disciples: Indrapramiti and Baskal. Indrapramiti
taught his Sanhita to his son Mandukya and to his disciple, Devmitra. Shakal divided his Sanhita into
five parts and taught them to his five disciples: Vatsya, Mudsal, Shaliya, Gokhalya and Shishir. Baskala’s
son taught his samhita to three of his disciples: Baladni, Bhajya and Kesar.

Vaishampayana prepared his two disciples well-versed in Yajurveda. Jaimini’s son Sumantu
and grandson Sunvan learnt to sing Samveda. Jaimini’s another disciple divided Samved samhita into
one thousand parts and made Hiranyanabha, Paushyanji and Avantya accept it. Sumantu also taught
another his Atharvaveda to many of his disciples. Thus, all of Vyasa’s disciples tried to preserve and
protect Vedas throughout the years. And that tradition was continued till now in pathashalas and
many of surnames Rigvedi, Dwivedi, Trivedi, Chaturvedi indicate that this tradition of learning Vedas
came to us in modern times.

The Upanayana ceremony is also indicative of that tradition. In Upanayana ceremony, pupil
was taken near to his Guru. Father gives his son physical birth whereas the Acharya gives the pupil
spiritual birth.

Vyasamuni wrote 18 puranas which bear the strength of Four lacs of shlokas. Vyasamuni wrote
Mahabharat which is respected as pcMama vaod in India. In Mahabharat, we find this Gurushishya
parampara.

Mahabharat mentions numerous episodes of teacher-pupil relationship.
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Examples:

Dhaumya and Aruni: Takshashila was a noted centre of learning. The story told is of one its
teachers named Dhaumya, who had three disciples named Upamanyu, Aruni, and Veda. Aruni hailed
from Panchala and was an ideal student in respect of devotion to his teacher. On being ordered to
stop the breach in watercourse in the field, when Aruni found no available means he threw himself
into the breach to stop the waterflow.

Dhaumya’s other pupil Upamanyu also became a successful teacher in his life. Upamanyu was
Dhaumya’s disciple. Upamanyu was entrusted the work of tendings the cattle and he served his
teacher at the cost of his life.

Kacha-Devayani story is also famous in Mahabharat. Kacha was the disciple of Shukracharya.
He had to do all traditional duties of the student. Devayani, Shukracharya's daughter was in love with
Kacha. But she was unsuccessful in her love due to the foul plays of Deityas.

This Guru-shishya tradition is also found in Ramayana that was written by Valmiki who was the
disciple of Narada. Narada was a learned man. He had learnt four Vedas and six vedangas viz.
Shiksha, Nirukta, Kalpa, Chhandas, Vyakarana and Jyotisha. Moreover, he had learnt Itihaspurana
which is called the fifth of Vedas. The other subject, he studied are Biology, Arithmatic, Divination,
Dialects, Brahmvidya and Sarpavidya. etc.

Mahabharat mentions numerous episodes of teacher and pupil relationship. Sandipani-Krishna,
Drona-Kaurav and Pandav, Bhishma-Kurus. The narrative of Kacha-Devayani also presets us an
ideal teachers-pupil relationship.

Hermitages: The Mahabharat tells of numerous hermitages where pupils from distant places
gathered for instructions around some renowned teacher. A full-fledged Ashram or hermitage is
described as consisting of several departments which are enumerated as follows:

(1) Agnisthana: The place for fire - worship and prayers.

(2) Brahmasthana: The department of Veda.

(3) Vishnusthana: The department of Rajaniti, Arthaniti and Vratta.

(4) Mahendrasthana: Military Section.

(5) Vivasvatasthana: Department of Astronomy.

(6) Somasthana: Department of Botany.

(7) Garudastashana: Section dealing with Transport and Conveyance.

(8) Kartikeyasthana: Section teaching military organization, how to form patrols, battalions
and army.

Famous Hermitages: Naimisha-hermitage, Kanva hermitage, Vyasa hermitage. These were
really speaking, centres of learning where students coming from different parts of the world, got
education.
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VEDIC CULTURE: was centred around sacrifice. They thought:

Annaad \ Bavaint BaUtaina pja-nyaadnnasaMBavaÁ

ya&ad \ Bavait pja-nyaao,, ya&Á kma-samauBdvaÁ

Bagavad\ gaItaÁ 3.14

Meaning: From food, creatures come into being, from rain food is grown, from sacrifice
comes the rain and sacrifice is born out of work.

EMERGENCE OF DIFFERENT SUBJECTS

Different disciplines arising out of the sacrifice are as follows:

(I) Emergence of Sciences: The study of six vedangas was strictly subservient to the primary
need of the Veda-study and education meant only for the transmission of tradition from the
teacher to the pupil and committing the sacred texts to memory.

In course of time, however, it began naturally to widen out and each one of the several
Angas of the Veda, began to develop snapping the bonds of its connection with the Veda-
study and declaring its independence in special schools. Thus arose the special sciences,
and specialists. The sacrificial ritual itself led to the growth of some of the sciences. Geometry
and Algebra arose out of elaborate rules for the construction of altar. Sometimes it was
necessary to erect a round altar covering the same area as a square one giving the problem
like squaring the circle. Astronomy and astrology grew from the necessity for finding out
the proper times and the seasons. The foundation of Anatomy led in the dissection of
sacrificial animals. Grammar and philology had their origin in their care and for fixing the
methods of their proper pronunciation. Thus each of the original Vedic Angas was giving
rise to a number of allied sciences through its specialized and scientific study of different
schools. Panini's Ashtadhyayi is to be treated as the final outcome of a long process of
grammatical development.

New subjects also began to develop as a result of this freedom of thought and study. Law
was the most important of them. The different legal schools came to be represented on the
Parishads regulating the life of the community.

Experts on the new subject like Nyaya (Justice), Meemansa (Analysis), and Nirukta
(A dictionary of definitions of difficult words in Vedas) are placed side by side with those
proficient in Vedas and vedangas as members of the same parishad. The specialists were
as necessary to the community as Vaidikas.

(II) We know that history precedes philosophy or generally any science. In this way history
came into being. As Acharyas, Pandits, pilgrims went on touring from place to place for
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performing Yajnas and the accumulation of knowledge, they visited important sacred places.
For that they have had to possess the knowledge of the flora and fauna of the different
places. Here came the rise of Geography. We also know in Brahmanical educational system,
Acharyas went on evening walk with their disciples. They visited nearby jungles and
communities and tried to contact with the village people. They came to know their problems
and made efforts to solve them by using natural resources in jungles. Thus came into being
64 arts and crafts. Learned people taught those arts and crafts to villagers and solved their
vocational problems. From all these we will come to know how India was a cradle of all
disciplines.

(III) Mathas: The proper colleges sprang up as annexes of the temples while their work received
a wider scope in a more extended sphere of institutions like Mathas and settlements. The
mathas are indigenous Indian examples of educational organisations.

(IV) The college of Dhar: King Bhoja of Malwa (A.D. 1018 to 1060) a patron of learning,
founded at his capital Dhara, a college appropriately located in a temple of Vagdevi, Goddess
of learning, whose image stone is a masterpiece of Brahmanical education.

BUDHISTIC EDUCATION: Budhism was an offshoot of Hinduism. Budhistic education
system was indebted to Brahmanical educational system in various features. First of all Alara Kalama,
a Brahmin was Budha’s teacher. Alara - Kalama had 300 followers. Alara Kalama taught Budha
successive stages in meditation and the doctrine of Atman.

Budhistic education was purely monastic. Budhistic education was centred around monasteries
as Vedic education system was centred around sacrifice. The Budhist world did not offer any
educational opportunities apart from its monasteries. All education, whether sacred or secular was in
the hand of monks. They were only the custodians and bearers of the Budhist culture.

Its Rules: Thus the rules of Budhist education are those of the Budhist order. These rules
were not the invention of the Budha but modelled upon those of the Brahmanism itself. Monks
dwelling in monasteries had to observe strict rules about their diets and begging. They were taught
the manner of begging.

These monks lived in Vihars which served as training colleges for the new monks. Some Vihars
were converted into universities just like Valabhi, Jagdala, Vikramshila, etc.

Nalanda University: Nalanda was the famous university of the Budhist age. It was situated in
Baragaon some seven miles from Rajgir in Bihar. Kumargupta (114 to 154 A.D.) laid the foundation
of Nalanda University.

Teachers and Students: Competent teachers were numbered about one thousand and five
hundred. They were intellectual companions of the scholars, guiding and directing them in their
discussions and studies. Dingnag, Dharmapal, Chandanapal, Gunamati, Sthirmati, Prbhamitra,
Jinachandra, Jinamitra, Dnyanchandra, Sheelbhadra were some of the teachers at Nalanda,
distinguished for their scholarship.
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Valabhi University: Like Nalanda was the outcome of royal benefaction, Vikramshila was
another university supported financially by Dharamapala of Bengal. Dharamapala had constructed a
Vihar with a good design. In the centre, the temple adorned with Mahabodhi images was erected.

Within enclosure they also erected fifty smaller private temples and fifty four more smaller
temples totaling 108 teachers and other staff. He then made provision for teaching by appointing 108
teachers and other staff.

Jagdala University: It was situated on the bank of Ganges in the twelfth century. It was run
by teachers. Thus, the cause of teaching was served in India throughout ages and centuries. This
idealism in India was first questioned by Naturalism of Rousseau in the 18th century.

IDEALISM IN GREECE AND EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (500 B.C.)

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle are educationists of the Western Europe. Socrates was a great
thinker and philosopher and his disciple was Plato. Plato’s disciple was Aristotle. This is the famous
teacher-pupil relationship ever known to this world.

Socrates (469 - 399 B.C.): Socrates left no writings but he was a learned man. It is known
from the works of Plato and Xenophon. He gave highest formulations of principles of moral life upto
this time. He accepted his starting point: Man is the measure of all things. He opined that knowledge
was consisted of conceptions rather than perceptions. He developed his opinions for true or universal
knowledge. To him, knowledge was virtue.

His aim of education was not sophist brilliancy of speech but knowledge arising from the power
of thought, analysis and experience. He did not perceive the necessity of emotional drive (psychology).
He laid the foundation for the disciplined concept of education.

Socrates was a renowned idealist. He expressed his idealism in the following way: men may
come or men may go, but ideas are permanent. They will never destroy themselves.

Plato (428 - 327 B.C.): A disciple of Socrates, is known for setting up an academy where he
taught students till his death. He worshipped there Muse, a goddess of music which he thought as
essential in the elementary stage of education. His educational programme goes like this:

(I) Primary Stage: Upto 10 years: play, game, tales, exercises.

(II) Elementary and Secondary: 10 to 20 years: Music, gymnastics and military training.

(III) 20 to 30 Years: mathematics, astronomy, music, dialectic and philosophy.

He wanted his youths to have military training to protect Athens from Sparta soldiers. In his
famous Republic, Plato expressed his thoughts on ideal state, which consists of three classes:
Philosophers, warriors and workers. In his ideal state, philosophers act as both Kings and teachers.
His philosophy defines education as the conversion of the soul to the good, the latter’s progressive
realization. To him, education is the social and moral art by means of which philosophy is made
effective in life.
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PLATO’S THOUGHTS ON KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge is relative to social organisation, correlative with the theory of education, politics or
sociology. Knowledge grows particularly out of class, divisions and interests. The business of education
is to determine the social office for which individuals are fitted by selecting, sifting and testing. The
problem of the place and relations of the individual in society is an educational problem. The aim of
education is the happiness of the individual and the good of the state. The artistic and aesthetic links
the practical and the theoretical with education by adding emotional elements to routine elements and
assisting rational insight.

Plato knew only Three parts of speech in language: Noun and verb and conjunction. He
thought that meaning of words is determined by nature. But his disciple, Aristotle expressed an
opposition that meaning of words is determined by convention.

Aristotle (384 - 322 B.C.) (Athens) (Poetics): Like Plato, he believed the highest art of
man to be to direct society so as to produce the greatest good for mankind. He emphasized the
concrete embodiment of ideas as against Plato’s conceptualism. To him, education was life activity.

Aristotle separated labour and leisure. He called labourers as beasts of burden. Man requires
resting period for his fulfillment of aesthetic desire and appetite for good in life. His programme of
education:

(I) Education of body – gymnastics.

(II) Education of desires, passions and appetite – music, literature, moral education.

Aristotle knew only three parts of speech: Noun, Verb, Adjective.

(II) NATURLISM
Naturalism is a term, loosely applied, to an educational theory and to the system of training, that

are not dependent upon books but on the manipulation of actual life of the learner. It reacts against
study and aims of creating conditions in which natural development will take place. It has always
come as a test against well-established idealistic systems that have become stereotyped. It always
pleads for simplicity.

This naturalism, which has a spirit of anti-idealism, is also born in India in the first century B.C.
In ancient India, Charvak was an anti-idealist. He thought that we cannot see the soul or Atma or
Brahma, the supreme spirit with our eyes. So whatever we see around is real. It is, therefore,
invariably true that we should enjoy worldly pleasures happily and merrily. That (We should drink
ghee by making debt, and that “When the body is burnt how can it come back again?” were his
principles of living. He never believed in the life after death and Karma philosophy, i.e., karave tase
bharave, (as you sow, so will you reap.) He also thinks God is not the creator of this world. He
believes in reality, i.e., whatever we see with our naked eyes. Kanad Rishi is also an anti-idealist. He
is the person who said that things are made of so small atoms that we cannot see them with our eyes.
This attitude is purely scientific. Kanad was the chief exponent of this thought.
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NATURALISM IN EUROPE: In Europe, we find naturalist like Yels (640 – 550 B.C.) who
thinks that this world is born out of water. Democrates, Greek Philosopher, expresses that this world
is made up of small atoms and molecules. Greek philosopher, Epicurus, also explained this theory of
atoms.

John Jacks Rousseu (1712 - 1778)

John Jacks Rousseu is the chief exponent of Naturalism. He revolted against idealism and tried
to emancipate childhood from the trammels of society and medieval restraints. Rousseu’s naturalism
thinks that education is not the preparation for life but it is a training of senses through natural
contact. He opines that the first education is purely negative. It does not consist in teaching the
principles of virtue as truth but guarding the heart against vice and mind against error.

Rousseu made education activity-centred. As an expounder of freedom and equality, he thinks
that a child should be given freedom for seeking truth through his experiences. He thinks that everything
should come from within and not from without. He believes that activities breed experiences and
they give natural training to senses. He lays emphasis on physical and healthy activities. He attaches
importance to moral training not through discipline but through examples.

Four kinds of Naturalism

(i) Naturalism of Physical Sciences: This naturalism thinks of the material world rather
than immaterial one. It takes into account the stable things and not about the soul that we
cannot see with our eyes. As man’s life is controlled by the laws of nature, there is every
scope for his natural instincts and activities. The physical world, that is around us, is the
real world.

(ii) Historical Naturalism: It is a reaction against pedantry into which humanism of
Renaissance is degenerated.

(iii) Mechanistic Naturalism: This Naturalism thinks that the whole of this universe is a
machine and a man is a smallest particle of it. Man is, therefore, called a human machine.
This mechanical naturalism considers that matter is more important than mind. Man cannot
carry on different activities without body. Mind has no existence without matter, i.e., body,
mind cannot start activities if it is not embodied.

(iv) Biological Naturalism: This naturalism expounds that man is a biological entity. Anatomy,
physiology, genetics make study of human organisms, about their growth, structure and
functions. Physiology, an important biological science, describes human organism as a
creature of bones and blood, skin and nerves. Advanced students of psychology have to
study and continue to gain as much knowledge as the elements of physiological functioning.
This biological science studies Darvin’s theory of evolution. This theory says man has
developed out of animals and there is no serious gap between him and amoeba.
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Characteristics of Naturalism
(1) Education is internal inspiration and natural action. It never comes from external pressures

but comes from within.
(2) Education is a coordination between child’s natural activities and school activities. It should

not be pressurized by outward goals, ideals and values.
(3) A child should be given untrammeled freedom of thought and action.
(4) Education is not the realization of the soul but it is an expression of self. It should give full

freedom to a child for his expression of ideas, thoughts and emotions.
(5) Educational ideals should not come from immaterial world but from material world.
(6) Naturalism supports individual differences as a fundamental source of child psychology.
(7) Education is child-centred and not teacher-centred. Everything must come from within and

not from without.

Some Naturalists:

(I) Rabindranath Tagore

 Rabindranath was a staunch naturalist who founded Shanti-niketan in the green trees and
lawns of Bengal which is a land of flowing rivers and shining waters. He thinks that education given
in closed class rooms is cut-off from the strenuous drama of life. It is not impossible by means of
such a cage education to teach a bird a few catch-words, but it cannot be taught to fly. He also
opines that without freedom, the schools become educational factories, colourless, and dissociated
from the context universe of children.

His other Thoughts on Education

(i) When children have too many ready-made toys, their natural powers of imagination and
invention have no chance to grow. They lose the joy of creation, which is the greatest joy
for play.

(ii) Ravindranath believed in the spiritual world, not as anything separate from this world, but
as its innermost truth. The object of education is to give man this unity of truth, a complete
harmony among the intellectual, physical and spiritual life.

(iii) An immense amount of sympathy, understanding, and imagination are needed to bring up
children. And this work could never be left to the care of those who have no imagination,
no real sympathy for children.

(iv) Most of the teachers forget that in order to teach boys, they have to be boys. He, who has
lost the child in himself, is absolutely unfit for this great work of educating human children..

(II) Friedrick Forebel (1782 - 1852)

Friedrick Froebel is the originator of the famous Kindergarten method. The term Kindergarten
is the compound of two words Kinder (child) and garten (garden). He thinks that children are just like
small plants in the garden and the teacher is their caretaker.
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His Philosophy

This German educationist, thinks that nature and man are fundamentally united in the absolute
which is self-conscious spirit. The purpose of all existence is to reveal God. There is that divine
principle that God exists in children and it is the nature that reveals God to the children. His gifts are
symbols of fundamental truth, since the nature of realization awaits calling forth by environment
which is the basis of instincts and impulses. To him, mind is activity. Play is a spontaneous activity
and its means of expression are gestures, songs and language.

His Kindergarten idea spreads dominant thought that education is self activity directed and
focused upon social and moral ends.

(III) Montessori

Maria Montessori, an Italian lady, was doctor by profession. She propounded her own method
of teaching small children at the elementary stage. She avoided deficiencies in the Froebel’s
Kindergarten method and developed her own methods of teaching. She made elementary education
more scientific, methodical and elaborate. She laid more emphasis on the education of a child’s
senses. She thought that the education of senses makes children minute observers and accomplishers
of great work adapting themselves to the present epoch of civilization and preparation for life.

Her method of teaching bears some resemblance with that of Froebel. Both educationists
attached importance to the development of child’s senses for serving the cause of education. But
difference lies in the actual use of those methods in teaching. Froebel uses ball, bat or other day-to-
day toys for teaching. But Montessori opines that the materials and aids to teaching children should
be scientifically and methodically prepared for training each of the senses: eye, ear, nose, skin and
tongue.

Froebel emphasizes classroom teaching while Montessori on individual training. Froebel uses
day-to-day toys, songs for playing. He gives importance to story-telling and singing of songs. But
Montessori is against all these things.

(III) REALISM

Aristotle is the principal author of this philosophy. Acquinas is the chief subsequent modifier.
We know that Aristotle was a true idealist just like his teacher, Plato, who was the disciple of
Socrates. Socrates opined “Men may come or men may go. But the ideas are permanent. They
never die or get destroyed”. This is the literal meaning of Realism. Realism is a group of principles
about reality. Reality is the world that is around us and we can see it with our eyes. According to
Aristotle, an accumulation of knowledge of reality can be made through minute observation and
wise generalization. The subject and object of Realism is the finding of facts that take place frequently
and rarely in keeping their history and chronology intact.
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Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) (Athens): His books are: “Lyceum”, “Organon”, Ethics”,
“Metaphysics”, “Politics”.

(a) Like Plato he believed that the highest art of man is to direct society so as to produce the
greatest good for mankind.

(b) Education is subject to politics: each kind of state has its appropriate kind of education.

(c) Education is an activity.

(d) He emphasized the concrete embodiment of ideas as against Plato’s conceptualism.

(e) He separates labour and leisure. He thinks that man must have a time of rest and leisure
for the development of fine arts. He calls labourers as beasts of burden as they have no
leisure time.

(f) His method is both objective and scientific. He used inductive methods and thus founded
practically all the modern sciences.

(g) His programme of Education is as follows:

(1) Education of Body: Gymnastics

(2) Education of desires, passions, appetites, music, literature, aesthetics, Moral education.

(3) Education of reason: sciences and philosophy.

His Contribution

(i) He wanted education to be democratic, although all could not reach the same high
point.

(ii) Aristotle was the greatest systemizer of knowledge, and scientist of all time.

(iii) His writings formulate deductive reasoning. He also propounded inductive reasoning.

(iv) He gave vocabulary of reasoning to the world.

(v) His ideas were basic to the culture of the Middle Ages.

Thus, Aristotle was famous for his logical thinking. He gave impetus to Realism in Renaissance.
Now we will study four kinds of Realism:

(I) Verbal Realism

(II) Humanistic Realism

(III) Social Realism

(IV) Sense Realism

(I) Verbal Realism: In Renaissance, England began to perceive beauty in the literature of
classical antiquity, particularly in the works of ancient Greece. People began to imitate the
style and techniques of literature in their writings. Thus, Verbalism came into writing through
the limitations of Greek, Latin literature. Teachers laid emphasis on verbal beauty at the
time of teaching. An exuberant use of words in teaching gave them satisfaction and gladness.
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They thought that pupils should get a deep knowledge of Greek and Latin languages rather
than that of the subject. Knowledge had become bookish, artificial and verbose. That is
why this realism is called verbal realism.

(II) Humanistic Realism: Humanistic Realism is the protest against the systems of training
that have become popular. Milton vehemently attacked the artificiality, bookish knowledge
and grammar grinding. They disgusted the exuberant and plenteous use of words in writing
and speaking. Humanism raised a voice against this. It was Erasmus who first made a
strong attack on verbal realism.

Desidorious Erasmus (1466 - 1540):  A Dutch teacher of Greek at Cambridge, was a
humanist realist. He tried to substitute true classical culture for the poor Latin and empty scholasticism
of his time. He urged the importance of history, geography and science for the elucidation of classics.
He wrote text books, edited two classical authors and wrote on the importance of the education. His
Latin and Greek edition of the New Testament fixed a place of New Testament in humanistic
schools. His devotion to new learning is the most important factor in much needed moral, religious,
educational, social reforms of the time.

John Milton: Like Erasmus he was a humanistic realist. He influenced non-conformist
academics in England. He prepared a curriculum in three stages:

(i) First Stage: Latin Grammar, Arithmetic, Geometry, Moral education.

(ii) Second Stage: Agriculture, Physiology, Architecture, Geography, Medicine, Literature.

(iii) Third Stage: Moral Education, Economics, Politics, History, Theology, Logic, Oratory,
Orthography.

(III) Social Realism
Michel De Montaigne (1533 to 1592) (French nobleman, scholar, author and civil
officer): Social Realism is a reaction against Humanistic Realism. It emphasized the training
in judgement, understanding in knowledge rather than in memorization. It gave first
preference to good manners rather than information.

John Locke (1632 - 1704): He thinks that education should produce healthy minds in
healthy bodies. Knowledge, virtue and piety should be the aims of education. Pupils should
form good habits at their schoolings.

His Books: England, Thoughts, Essay on conduct of the Human Understanding. John
Locke first applied induction to the study of minds. He criticizes harshly the then education
system in the following words.

Latin makes all the noise and fuss in the learning. The main aim of education is creating a
thorough gentleman. Bookish knowledge is dull and monotonous. If one learns only books,
one’s development becomes one-sided. Bodily growth is equally important with intellectual
growth. His thoughts on education similarises with that of  Aristotle : Sound mind in a sound
body.
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(IV) Sense Realism
Johann Amos Commenius (1590 - 1670): Moravian Bishop.

Books: ‘The Great Didactic’, ‘School of Infancy’, ‘Janna Vestibulum’, ‘Orbus Pictus’.
He belongs to the group of sense-realists. All instruction must be graded and must follow
nature. A teacher should make constant appeal through sense perception to understanding
of the child.

School Organization

(1) Mother school to 6 yrs

(2) Vernacular school: 6 yrs to 12 yrs

(3) Latin School: 12 yrs to 18 yrs

(4) University: 18 yrs to 24 yrs

His work in reforming language teaching published a series of five texts graded to suit the
development of the child.

Best textbooks for teaching Latin the world had known.

Emphasis shifted from words to things.

Contribution: Germ of almost all eighteenth and nineteenth century education theory found in
his work.

Work and influence largely cancelled by religious bigotry.

Greatest reform in Latin textbooks.

Wolfgang Ratke (1571 - 1635) : Germany : Methodus Nova

Sense Realist : innovator, pioneer of Commenius conducted experimental school one and one-
half years at Kothen Anstalt.

Rules for Teaching
(i) Order of nature to be sought and followed.

(ii) One thing at a time and that thoroughly mastered.

(iii) Much repetition to ensure mastery.

(iv) Use of mother-tongue for all instruction including foreign languages.

(v) No constraint, teacher to teach pupils to keep order and discipline.

(vi) No memorizing, much questioning and understanding.

(vii) Uniformity in book and methods.

(viii) Knowledge of things to precede words about things.

(ix) Individual experience, contact, and inquiry to replace authority.
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Richard Mulcaster (1531 - 1611): “Merchant Taylor’s and Saint Paul’s Schools, London;
Positions.”

(A) Master of two great Renaissance schools, representative of Sense Realistic group.

(B) In absence of his time, he had no great permanent influence.

(C) Fundamental Conceptions:

(i) The aim and end of education is to develop the body and the faculties of the mind, and
to help the nature to perfection.

(ii) All teaching processes should be adapted to the pupil taught.

(iii) The first stage of learning is of large importance and requires high skill on the part of
teacher.

(iv) The thing to be learned is of less importance than the pupil learning.

(v) Proper brain development demands that pressure and one-sided education alike be
avoided.

(vi) The mother tongue should be taught first and well, and should be the language of the
school from six to twelve.

(vii) Music and drawing should be taught.

(viii) Reading and writing at least should be the common right of all, and the girls should be
given equal opportunity with boys.

(ix) Training colleges for teachers should be established and maintained.

(x) Elementary course: English reading, English writing, drawing, singing, playing a musical
instrument.

Francis Bacon (1561 - 1626): Sense Realist,: “Novum Organum,” “The New Atlantis”,
“Advancement of Learning”

(i) Study of nature basic to all scientific progress.

(ii) Gave importance to experiment as well as to observation.

(iii) Study of facts the beginning of the thinking process.

(iv) Broke shackles of authority applying spirit of free inquiry to field of science.

(v) Emancipation of reason, from assumed hypotheses of deductive logic.

(vi) Clarified inductive reasoning as a conscious process.

(vii) Stressed gathering of instances and distinction between them.

(viii) Optimistically foresaw the use of scientific method for human welfare.

(ix) Not originator of scientific method but formulator and popularizer.
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(x) He classified the defects of the learning of his time as follows:

(a) Fantastic learning: alchemy, magic.

(b) Continuous learning: Scholastic disputations.

(c) Delicate learning: formal and verbal learning of humanistic renaissance.

His books are as follows:

The New Atlantis: An utopia including description of research university foreshadowing many
modern ideas.

He belongs to sense-realism movement as a formulator of scientific method which lay as basis
of the philosophy of the movement.

Definitely recommended inclusion of scientific knowledge in course of study with better facilities
for investigation and teaching.

(IV) PRAGMATISM

The word pragmatism is compounded from the words: pragma + ism. Pragma means action or
practice. Ism is a group of guiding principles. So pragmatism means a group of principles that guides
our action and brings them into practice.

Pragmatism has an American origin. John Dewey (1859 - 1952) Columbia University, is the
pioneer of this theory of education. His famous work “Democracy and Education”, made education
democratic in character. William James, W.H. Kilpatrick, Mahatma Gandhi, John Dewey are the
staunch followers of this philosophy.

The theory of pragmatism believes that man is the measure of all things. He gets knowledge
through his five sense organs: ear, eye tongue, nose and skin. This philosophy raises voice against
idealism and naturalism. It offers a supreme position to action and practice. It opines that if an ideal
is to be materialized, it must be brought into action and practice. Thought is subordinate to action. It
is the action that brings thought processes. Ideals are simply tools or instruments for acquiring
knowledge. Empiricism or progressivism is more important than idealism or naturalism. According to
John Dewey, experience is the best teacher. A good teacher always tries to put school children to
have first hand experiences.

Pragmatism is really speaking progressivism. Progressive educators are not willing to think of
the world as a continually undergoing change. So they do not indulge in accepting any education as
fixed or final.

John Deway believes in constructivism. This Constructivism propound that in our minds, ideas
are constructed and reconstructed. At every new experience, previous experiences in mind are
reconstructed. Thus, we build and rebuild ideas upon ideas. This building of ideas upon ideas is called
education.
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(V)  EXISTENTIALISM

Existentialism is a compound of two words: existence (living or being) + ism (a particular
doctrine or principle). So we can say existentialism is a particular doctrine of living or being. This
philosophy took its birth in the nineteenth century and saw its growth and bloom in the twentieth
century especially after the World War II in 1939-1945.

This philosophy raised a voice against too much materialism and too much lust for affluence of
wealth.

Scientific and industrial revolution reduced man to a machine and killed his individuality, lovely
feelings of his heart, his romantic life on the green pastures and deep woods. It influenced his
morality, his literature, his psychology and also politics. Situations changed and marred his innocent
and pure feelings. The ratting of the wheels of machine filled man’s life with mechanism and he
became a slave to the round-moving hands of a clock. He became subordinate to a state.

Existentialism says that individual is more important than a state or a nation. Man is not to
surrender and succumb to a state as the supreme authority. The state is less important than an
individual. These are the democratic and pragmatic thoughts. Existentialism has borrowed these
thoughts from pragmatism which mentions that man should be put to action and practice. A state has
to provide man with different opportunities for making his own fate and his own destiny.

Soren Kirkegeard (1813 - 1855), Danish philosopher is the chief author of existentialism. He
thinks that there are three paths available to a man in his whole of life. They are: (i) Beauty,
(ii) Morality and (iii) Religion.

(i) Beauty: Followers of the path of beauty seek beautiful things in their lives. They think,
“A thing of beauty is a joy forever.” Many a time, these people become fickle minded and
cannot avoid attractions and temptations in life. They fail to control their minds and fall a
prey to the hands of destiny.

(ii) Morality: The second path is the path of moral principles or morality. Kirkegeard himself
was a man of morals. He thinks that moralists alone can live a life of serenity and peace.

(iii) Religion: Those who follow religious path, have moral excellence. Religion shows them a
course of lifelong action. And it brings satisfaction, happiness and peace in life.

Karl Yaspers (1883): This German philosopher was a staunch follower of Kirkegeard’s
philosophy. He is against materialism which has thrown out man’s existence. He takes into consideration
three situations: (i) Knowledge, (ii) Feeling and (iii) Doing. These three situations lead man to self
realization. Scientific development looks at man objectively. But he opines that objectivity is not so
important as subjectivity.

Zen Paul Sartre (1905): This French novelist and playwright led existentialism to perfection.
Matter exists but it does not do anything. On the other hand man does something for self realization.
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To pay respect to everybody’s freedom is an essence of moral life. If anyone does not take into
consideration other man’s freedom, it is totally immortal. If any society formulates certain set of rules
and if members of that society accept and abide by them with disciplinary manner, the whole society
benefits.

Martin Heidegar (1882) Martin Heidegar found his sources in Kirkegeard’s thoughts. This
German philosopher says that he is not an existentialist but his thoughts manifest his existentialism to
us. He thinks that man can become introvert and can consider over his existence or living his inner
self. Anxiety, worries and devotion influence man’s inner self.

(VI)   LOGICAL POSITIVISM

The theory of Logical Positivism took its birth in Vienna Circle in 1922 in England. Some
philosophers, some educationists, some logicians, some mathematicians came together and set up the
Vienna Circle for solving educational day-to-day problems. Karnep, Butrand Russell, Vitgenstin,
G.E. Moore took initiative in setting up the above said circle for finding out some solutions to the
problem which they faced in the day-to-day teaching. They found that the traditional philosophies fell
short for ending up to those problems by reaching suitable solutions. Members of the Vienna Circle
were somewhat bewildered as they were unable to find out right and satisfactory solutions to the
problems. That is the reason they took shelter of empiricism, science, mathematics and logic to reach
the appropriate solutions.

Logical positivism means taking any educational statement that comes before us both logically
and positively. No negative thought is endorsed here. Every sentence is taken as it is by making the
linguistic analysis. For analysing any given statement positively and logically, one requires the clause
analysis of compound and complex sentences and also word analysis of the words that are put
together syntactically. The word syntactical relationship and the word analysis make meaning clear
to the analyzer. Instead of stating negative views about a sentence, if we take its meaning as it is, it
sheds light upon thrust that lies in a sentence.

Logical positivism depends upon logical empiricism and the verification of the problem. It consists
of the following steps:

(i) Basic Knowledge of the problem.

(ii) Hypothesis

(iii) Process

(iv) Verification

This is the emergence of our modern research method. This method has made a tremendous
progress not only in our educational field but in industrial, agricultural and medical fields also. It has
proved to be an essential and powerful tool in leading man to progress, to knowledge and more
knowledge. There would have been very little progress in our culture and civilization without this
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systematic method of research. Research pushes back the areas of ignorance by discovering new
truths which in turn lead to better ways of doing things and better products.

MEANING  OF  TEACHER  EDUCATION

Teacher education means given people knowledge giving and technology in the methods, maxims
and techniques of teaching. In the first half of the twentieth century, aspirant teachers were awarded
the degree of B.T. i.e. Bachelor of Training. W.H. Kilpatrick, American Educationist, raised a voice
against this B.T. degree. He said “We train animals and educate men”. Training is concerned with
skills but education is concerned with both knowledge + skills. We impart teachers’ knowledge +
skills. That is why the B.T. degree is converted into B.Ed. i.e. Bachelor of Education.

In mathematics points are tarot the skills in addition, subtraction, division and multiplication.

The skills taught in education: In Language teaching, readings, writing, speaking.

When the teacher undergoes any course of teacher education, he is to possess the knowledge
of Metaphysics, Ethics, Epistemology, Men, Methods and Materials. This is the body of knowledge
imparted in the teacher education mathematics.

SCOPE OF TEACHER EDUCATIONS

Scope means the whole range of Development from the very beginning up to present times.
Teachers Education was first started by sap‘iYa s and mow it has growth into a big banyan tree with
various branches and descending shoots. Our teacher education has given birth to various disciplines.
They as following:

(1) Educational Philosophy.
(2) Educational Psychology.
(3) Child Psychology.
(4) Experimental Psychology.
(5) Research Methodology.
(6) Educational Technology.

1. NATURE OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Nature means essential qualities. When any subject comes in to existence, it possesses certain
innate characteristics.
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The Nature of Teacher Education:

Teacher education is the noblest of all. In our beloved India, teacher is given the positional of
god. Here the Elaaok is.

A&anaitiMMMmaranQasya &anaanjanaSalaakyaa.
caxau$nmaIilat yaona tsmaO EaIgaurvao namaÁ..

Meaning: I bow to my teacher who opens up his disciple’s eyes, blind with the darkness of
ignorance with the collirium spike of knowledge.

Our saint Ramdaswami praises Guru in Dasbodh in this way: Teacher cannot be compared
with the sun because darkness falls when the sun sets. But though the teacher dies, the lamp of
knowledge that he has kindled in his disciple’s mind, never extinguishes. It brightens his life.
Ramdaswami again says that the teacher cannot be compared with the philosopher’s stone which
turns iron into gold. That gold cannot convert iron into gold but the gold, created by the teacher in the
form of a disciple, can create the other golden disciples.

In western world also, teacher is held in high esteem. He commands respect and reverence
through all the sections of the society. They think that a teacher affects eternity. His work does not
confine to the limits of the country but it transcends all the boundaries of world. His contribution does
not adhere to a particular period of time but can confine all the span of time. Henry Van Dyke once
said,” I sing the praises of an unknown teacher, who is the king of himself and the leader of mankind”.

For all these reasons, teacher education is thought to be the noblest of all the professions in the
world.

(2) Teacher education is the nation building process.

It is the teacher who builds the nation. He is the architect of the national edifice and backbone
of the society. The quality of citizens depends not exclusively but inclusively upon the quality of their
teachers. Lokmanya Tilak, great teacher, kindled a lamp of love for motherland among his people.
Vishnushastri Chiplunkar used a pen as an instrument to write series of essays that destroyed apathy
spread among Maharashtrians. Voltaire and Russou were teachers who emancipated France from
despotism, tyranny and anarchy. Teachers are the pillars of the nation who shoulder the responsibility
of shaping the destiny of the citizens. It is not the air-force, army, or historical forts that bring praise
for the nation but it is the teacher who brings praise for their motherland. It is the teacher who
produces vakils, doctors, professors, nurses and skilled workers who build national run the wheels of
the society.

(3) Teacher education is both an art and science.

A teacher makes his pupil aware of the beautiful thoughts in poems, lyrics and epics. He
introduces pupils with metres, rhythm and prosody.

Teacher education is a science as it has principles and theories of teaching and learning processes.
Teacher education is a science as it has given birth to educational psychology, educational philosophy,
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experimental psychology, educational sociology, educational technology, child psychology which are
all renowned sciences.

(4) Teacher education is a normative science.

Teacher education sets before pupils goals, ideals, morals, norms, objectives or aims that make
them strive for achieving. Teacher education is not an aimless activity. In this activity, teachers teach
his pupils morals like love for wisdom, love for motherland and patriotism. He teaches his pupils
virtues like honesty, punctuality, fluency in speech, helping the poor and the downtrodden, etc.

(5) Teacher education is a system consisting of sub-systems.

Teacher education as a whole is a system. A system is that comprehensive whole which has
many parts, the functions of which are various and different but they work together for achieving one
and the same goal. Our national system of education consists of ministry of education at the national
level at the state level also. Thus education system works at the zilla parishad and village level also.
This system produces teachers at the elementary, secondary and higher secondary and university
levels.  Aspiring teachers have to secure degrees like D.Ed. (Diploma in Education), B.Ed. (Bachelor
of Education) and M.Ed. (Master of Education). This system employs teaching staff like librarians,
clerks, peons, etc. All of these people work together fsor achieving one certain goal, i.e., preparing
future teachers.

(6) Teacher education is not a pure science but an applied one.

 A science is said to be applied when it borrows its principles, theories, rules from the other
sciences. Teacher education borrows its theories from psychology, sociology, cultural anthropology,
economics, political science, law, etc. Thus, it has become an applied science. It is not a pure science.

(7) Teacher education is an evolutionary process:

 Teacher education has evolved from Vedic times upto modern times making progress with
leaps and bounds. It has evolved different theories from Idealism to modern logical positivism. Its
research methods, devices and techniques have pushed back the darkness of ignorance and led man
to progress. It has given birth to various sciences. In this sense, teacher education is an evolutionary
process.

(8) Teacher education is a revolutionary process:

Teacher education requires materials for teaching new ideas and making meanings clear to
pupils. That has given birth to Educational Technology which has revolutionized the world. This
Educational Technology, has smashed out the walls of school buildings and launched out open air
universities without walls.
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2.  BIRTH  OF  EDUCATIONAL  PSYCHOLOGY

(1) Amos Comenius (1592-1670): We find that modern psychology was born in England.
John Amos Comenius, who was a sense-realist in seventeenth century, wrote textbooks
for children and used pictures in them so that the child can easily understand the meanings
of words. He made great reforms in Latin textbooks. He wrote the book “Orbus Pictus”.
He shifted the emphasis from words to things.

(2) John Locke (1632-1704) England: His Books: Essay on conduct of the Human
Understanding; Thoughts.

John Locke gave his first statement on empiricism. He founded modern psychology and
taught the faculty of Locke dominated education until the middle of nineteenth century. He
emphasized the formation of habits rather than much knowledge. He emphasized health,
education of virtue, wisdom, reading and learning.

(3) Jonann Heirich Pestalozzi (1740-1827): He was a renowned psychologist from
Switzerland. His motive was philanthropic and taught beggar children in farm home school.
He is responsible for changing the whole face of teacher training. His principles of psychology
were:

(i) Study of real objects

(ii) Learning through the senses

(iii) Individual expression of ideas

(iv) Child activities.

His philanthropic motive laid the foundation for the education of the subnormal. He believed
education as a power of social regeneration, exercise of intellectual and moral powers. He
glimpsed education as a social function, tree by waters and soil and symbol of a child in
social environment. A good teacher has to respect child’s individuality on the basis of
discipline combined with kindness and love.

(4) John Fredrick Herbert (1776-1841)

This German professor organised psychology of the educational process rejecting the faculty
psychology of Pestalozzi and the others. His aim of education was personal character and social
morality.

Characteristic Vocabulary

(a) Interest: Primary and Secondary

(b) Apperception and apperceptive mass, and orderly presentation of ideas.

(c) Correlation – reinforcement

(d) Concentration, centre in ethical ideas.

(e) Culture epoch theory
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(f) Social purpose of education

(g) Citizenship training.

John Fredrick Herbert stated first the five steps of the planning of learning and teaching.

(i) Preparation

(ii) Presentation

(iii) Comparison

(iv) Generalization

(v) Application.

This grouping of the teaching process in five steps is the throbbing heart of lesson plans upon
which training colleges do their business.

Summary of Contribution

We can summarise his contribution to education in this way. He ushered in quite a new concept
of teaching history and literature.

3. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY

(5) Rousseu (1712 - 1778): France

Books: Emile; La Nouvelle Heolise.

Rousseu was the founder contributor to child psychology. He emancipated childhood from
trammels of society and medieval restraint. He thought education begins in nature of the child. He
was the inspirer of modern psychology. He emphasized the following topics:

(a) Individual differences

(b) Psychology of growth

(c) Growth of education out of native interests.

(d) Condemnation of memoriter type to education in favour of judgement and reason.

(e) Education from direct experience, through the senses.

(f) Importance of physical activities and health.

(g) Training of senses through contact with things and activity in connection with them.

(h) The normal activities of children call for conversation, writing, drawing, music and play.

(i) Methods in special subjects: Teaching compromise between dominated activity and capricious
activity. He erred in assuming an inner direction toward purposeful activity.
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Johann Bernard Basedow (1723 - 1790)

Books: “Elementarwork”, “Book of Method”.

Johann Basedow established a school called Philanthropium which was an embodiment of the
return ideas in education. His ideas of education:

(1) Children to be treated as such not as adults.

(2) Languages taught by conversational methods.

(3) Physical education and games employed.

(4) Early training conversational methods.

(5) Each child taught a handicraft for educational and social reasons.

(6) Vernacular rather than classical languages chief subject matter of education.

(7) Instruction connected with realities rather than with words.

(8) Rich and poor educated together.

(9) Formal moral instructions of little value. All instructions moral because practical.

(10) Milder form of discipline.

(11) Improved study of nature.

(12) Broader and more philanthropic view of man’s duty to his fellow-woman.

Friedrick Froebel (1782 - 1852): German: “Education and Spread of Knowledge”.

(A) Origin and Spread of Kindergarten

(1) Education and man published in 1826.

(2) Name Kindergarten given in 1890.

(3) Matter and Kose Lieder published in 1813.

(B) His Philosophy

(1) Fundamental unity of existence of nature and man in the absolute which is self-
eonselous spirit.

(2) The purpose of all existence is to reveal God.

(3) Nature reveal God to the child.

(4) Gifts as symbols also reveal fundamental truth since nature of realization within child await
calling forth by environment (basis in instincts and impulses).

(5) Mind is activity.

(6) Education is not preparation but participation in the life around.

(7) Play : spontaneous activity of the child means of expression are: gestures song and language.
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(C) Kindergarten Idea

(1) Dominant thought: Directed self-activity focused upon educational, social and moral ends.

(2) Aim: Individual Development

(3) Method: Motor expression; self activity

(4) Mean : Social corporation.

(D) Contribution of Kindergarten

(1) Whole of education influenced.
(2) Education by doing.
(3) Ply and games
(4) Milder discipline
(5) Music

Rabindranath Thakur and Madam Montessori the other naturalist.

4. EXPERIMENTAL  PSYCHOLOGY

Upto 1879, psychology was not recognized as a science till Wundat set up a laboratory for
making experiments in Lipzing University in Germany. From that time onwards, experiments in
psychology began to take place for explaining the process of learning and different psychologist put
forth different theories of learning. The chief among them are:

(1) Trial and Error Theory or connectionist Theory.

(2) Conditional Response Theory or the Behaviorist’s theory of learning.

(3) Learning by Insight Theory (Gestalt theory of learning).

5. EDUCATIONAL  SOCIOLOGY

Sociology: The history and development of sociology start, from 1837, when French Philosopher,
Auguste Comte, coined this word for the first time in his lectures. The word is made up of two words
namely society + logy (wisdom or science). That is why sociology means the wisdom or science of
society. It also means the application of scientific method in studying the relationship between society
and the individual. Herbert Spencer and Fredrick Lepley are the two chief exponents of this philosophy.
Besides these persons, Duncan, Maclver, Bogardus, Merrill, Elridge have contributed much in making
sociology an independent subject. Sociology collects its data from the following subjects: (i) Anthropology,
(ii) Geography, (iii) Economics, (iv) Political Science, (v) History, (vi) Philosophy, (vii) Psychology,
(viii) Education, (ix) Law, (x) Sciences and (xi) Social Service.
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Teacher education gave birth to educational sociology.

(i) Anthropology: Anthropology studies man’s behaviour in relation to social setting. It takes
into consideration how a man attempts to earn his living, how he endeavours to maintain order and
regulate his behaviour. Man’s method of coping with the unknown, his learning of aesthetic and
recreational expression, his way of caring for and rearing his young ones, all these come under the
scope and range of studies in Anthropology.

Cultural Anthropology collects information about their dress materials, their fashions, their methods
of celebrating festivals, their language, their eating habits, their professions etc. All these spread the
horizons of teacher education.

(ii) Geography: Geographical conditions of a country influence a lot upon the eating and
clothing habits of the people. Konkani people eat rice and others eat wheat, Jowar, Bajri etc. We
Indian people generally use cotton clothes. But Europeans wear woollen clothes. Geography influences
even the structure of houses, skin, eyes and face of the people. Europeans are white-skinned while
Africans are black-skinned. The habits of sherpas who live in the ranges of Himalayas are different
from those of the people who live on the banks of rivers. Rivers, mountains, seas, bring change in the
lives of the people.

(iii) Economics: It is a great influential factor. In the agrarian society people are engaged in
the farm work. They have little money in cash. Farmers had no leisure time. But when they had
surplus in production, they began to send their children to ‘school’ which meant leisure. When the
people have a surplus in production, their standard of living improves. Otherwise they live on subsistent
level.

Economics forms classes in the society. The ‘haves’ become rich and ‘have-nots’ become
poor. The ‘haves’ can afford to send their children to school whereas the poor cannot. Thus, creates
educated and uneducated classes in the society. Here, the formula that higher the standard of living
the better the education, begins to work.

In the second place, the production of wealth is apparently limitless when in industrial societies,
we find the infirmity of economic cycles. When surplus wealth is produced, we find the growth of
fine arts and the growth of civilization and culture. New cities come into existence and economics
sees its growth.

(iv) Social service: Man must serve those who are downtrodden and help those who are
deprived of their rights and money. He should help the poor by educating them and pushing back
ignorance.

(v) Political Science: The world has seen only two types of governments: Rule by one and
Rule by many. Rule by one is called dictatorship and rule many democracy.
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Dictatorship or a Totalitarian State:

(a) Autocracy (Rule by one): In autocracy, the king may be a tyrant, despot or a dictator.
When one rules, final decision on public policy rests with him.

(b) Aristocracy: It is rare that rule by one is found in pure and simple form. Generally, the
sovereign power is shared by a group of others. Greeks recruited that group with best
people, i.e., aristocrats in the society. For long, the nobility of aristocrats was thought to be
hereditary.

(c) Oligarchy: In this type of government, a few people rule all the people.

(d) Plutocracy: Under modern capitalism, the few have sometimes formed plutocracy.
Communism and fascism also result in the rule by few. In this form, the ruling party is a
minority group. Marxism is also the form of dictatorship.

(e) Democracy (Rule by many): Second type of rule is Democracy which is the most evolved
form of the government. England is the cradle of democracy. It was found that dictators
did injustice upon the people. French Revolution is the best example of it. So, the world has
now invented quite a new form of government, i.e., democracy.

Democracy is the government made of the people, run by the people and for the people.
This variance in the base of the government has a significant difference in educational
theory.

Dictatorship arranges education for the classes and democracy does it for the masses.
Dictators may be tyrants or despots. They may impart education to the people or may not.
But in democracy, there is no such a danger to people. Democracy gives paramount
importance to education because it believes in the essential dignity of an individual. Dictators
never respect individual’s dignity. They disgust equality, brotherhood and freedom. The
virtue of democracy is that it thinks that all the people are equal in the eyes of the law.
Freedom, brotherhood and equality are the three pillars of democracy. It equalizes educational
opportunities to all. Democracy believes in the dignity of labour and social justice, economic
justice and political justice.

(vi) History: Sociology is closely related to history. The history studies all the forces from the
ancient times and to the modern times, the study of which is helpful greatly in social change. This
knowledge of history gives to sociology an insight into social forces, their nature, form and activities.
Thus, the knowledge regarding educational process and about the solution of educational problems
which are interwoven with social changes is grasped.

(vii) Law: Law protects weaker sections of the society. In firings law and order. Lawlessness
will play a havoc in the liven of the people.
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(viii) Education: Sociology is related to education in many ways. First of all, both education
and sociology are social sciences. Society has children, boy, girls, adults, women who are in need of
education. Society always requires men of letters, lawyers, teachers, doctors, nurses, engineers, etc.
for smoothly running the wheels of society. Society aspires for progress and to solve many problems.
And education is the master solvent of all the problems faced by the society. Educational research
leads man to progress and destroys poverty by producing better products. So, sociology makes
friendship with education for the betterment and upliftment of its men and women, of its classes and
masses.
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